Visual Supports
Definition:
Visual supports are an effective strategy that includes: concrete items, pictures, symbols or printed words
and/or a combination of these. These supports may assist children in their ability to maintain attention,
understand spoken language, and sequence and organize their environment (Hodgdon, 1995). The type of
visual support used should be dependent on the child’s abilities and should be monitored closely to ensure
its effectiveness. Visual supports are proactive (before a situation occurs) strategies that may increase
appropriate behaviours/skills or decrease challenging behaviours.
Rationale:
Children with Autism Spectrum Disorders (ASD) are often strong visual learners (Quill, 2000). Visual
supports are helpful for children with ASD by providing static messages to assist with organization and
difficulty with recall. A child with ASD may prefer a visual mode for learning as they may have difficulties
in processing auditory information. Your child may not attend to the entire message; instead they may
focus on a part, subsequently misinterpreting the original intent of the message. With a visual display,
your child has time to see all the possibilities, has time to process the message, and has time to check the
options as often as he or she needs before making a decision (Vicker, 2007).
Why Use Visual Supports:
 Help prevent challenging behaviour
 Support receptive and expressive language skills
 Reminder for your child at times of high anxiety
 Increase ability to understand rules/expectations
 Represent routines/activities
 Encourage self-monitoring and regulation skills
 Serve as a cue for a new skill or behaviour
 Assist with transition times
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Visual Supports

Also Known As:


Visual Strategies

You’re already doing it by:


Providing a schedule at home



Using a clock to indicate what time they have to be ready



Using a checklist

Examples of Visual Supports:
First-Then Boards: A first-then board is a visual support that includes objects,
photos, pictures, line drawings or text and is used to provide information to
the child around an expectation. Often, the ‘first’ section involves a task that
the child is expected to complete, and the ‘then’ section is a preferred item/
activity (reinforcer) for successful completion of the indicated task
(Hodgdon, 1995).

FIRST

THEN

Help Cards: A help card is a visual support which may be used by your child to communicate the message
that they need help with an activity or task (Hodgdon,1995).

Schedules: Schedules provide a child with information around what will be occurring during
various times throughout the day. They often convey what is happening, what is not
happening, the sequence in which events are happening and when the various events/
activities are over (Hodgdon, 1995).

Choice Boards: A choice board includes objects, photos, pictures, line drawings or
text which can be used by the child to communicate what activity, item or task they
would like. A minimum of 2 choices would be presented to the child at one time for
a child to make a choice (Hodgdon, 1995).

...
The 5 Point Scale: The 5 Point Scale may help children with ASD learn how to
identify and manage their own behaviours and emotions At each level the child
identifies what these may look like, feel like and possible solutions to control them.
By using a graphic 5 point numerical scale, this may help translate abstract
information into a concrete, visible, and measurable format that can be referred to
at any time by either the child or parent (Dunn & Curtis, 2003).
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